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embodiment of the invention is shown configured similarly

to french press type coffee and/or tea making plunger

Plooger element 205 is adapted to fit within an iofhsing con

tainer such as the infusing container shown in FIG and to

be moved within the infusing container not shown along

vertical axis thereof such as central vertical axis 206 by

means such as central elongated handle 207 Handle means

207 may comprise rod 208 and optional knob 209 for

example which maybe grasped by user to move the plunger

element 205

Plunger element 205 additionally comprises sealing oieans

212 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 213 of the

plunger element 205 wlueli is oriented substantially trans

verse to the vertical axis 206 Sealing means 212 aiay be

essentially similar in design and construction to the sealing

means 12 described above with respect to FIG
The plunger element 205 furthes eoosprises second sur

face or wall 215 depending from and oriented substantially

perpendicular to the first surface 213 defining fluid cham
ber 216 Similar to the plunger elements shown in FIG the

joint between the first surface 213 and the second surface 215

of phuiger 205 is substantially leak proof At least portion of

the second surface 215 of plunger element 205 comprises

porous wall section wherein the porous wall section is per
meable to the extract and comprises plurality of extract flow

apertures or openings At least portion of such extract flow

apertures are situated at depth 218 below the first surface

213 The portion of the second surface 215 which is porous is

adapted to permit flow of extract into chamber 216 as shown

by arrow 219 Preferably such porous portion of the second

surface 215 is also adapted to substantially prevent movenient

of infusible material into ehasnber 216 In one exemplary

embodiment substantially the entire length of second surface

215 may comprise such porous wall section permeable to

the extract

In the exemplary embodiment of the present invention

shown in FIG at least portion of die end wall portion 221

closing the bottom of the second surface or wall 215 also

eoniprises porous wall section wherein such porous wall

section of end wall 221 is permeable to the extract and coin

prises plurality of apertures In such an esubodiment the

portion of the end wall portion 221 which is porous is adapted

to permit flow of extract into chamber 216 as shown by arrow

231 and niay also preferably be adapted to substantially

prevent suovemeot of infusible material into chamber 216

Similar to the exemplary plunger element of FIG the

porous wall sections of second wall 215 and end portion 221

of plunger element 205 may be desirably adapted to control

the passage of infusible material through the porous wall

section to allow substantial separation of the extract from the

infusible oiaterial and optionally apertures in the porous

wall sections may be small enough to substantially exclude

the infusible material from passing through the porous wall

sections The porous wall sections may be made froni similar

suitable materials and by similar suitable methods to those

described above in reference to filter eleoients 20 Addition

ally the porous wall sections may he multi-staged compris

ing plurality of individual layers of porous materials In

another embodiment the porous wall sections may comprise

plurality of segments wherein each segment may be more

or less permeable to the extract thereby providing porous

wall sections of variable pernseability to the extract In one

example of such an embodimeot porous end wall 221 may
have greater permeability to the extract than porous wall

section of second surface 215 or vice versa

In the exesnplary embodiment of the present invention

shown in FIG the first surface 213 of pli.aiger element 205

12

is substantially circular in cross-section adapted to fit ioside

substantially cylindrical infusing container and the second

surface 215 is substantially cylindrical with substantially

circular cross-section and plug or end wall portion 221

closing the bottoni of the second surface or wall 215 Sealing

means 212 are essentially similar to the sealing oieaos 12

described above with respect to FIG and are situated

aroi.md the substantially circular outside edge of the first

surface 213 of plunger element 205 performing the same

to sealing function as described above with reference to FIG

In alternative embodioients of the invention the infusing

container and mating plunger element 205 and first surface

213 thereof may optionally have another cross-sectional

shape such as square or rectangular or other shape for

ts exaoiple wherein sealing means 212 may be situated around

the edge or edges of the first surface 213 of the plunger

eleosesst 205 Fortlmer us alterssative exobodioiemsts the second

wall 215 of the plunger element 205 snay optionally have

another shape such as rectangular prisni or conical frus

20 tum for example

The plunger element 205 and first wall 213 and second wall

215 components thereof niay be niade froni any suitable

snaterials such as such exemplary oiaterials described above

in reference to plunger elesnent of FIG

25 In the exemplary embodinient shown in FIG where the

porous portion of the second surface 215 extends to substan

tially the top of the second surface 215 as the plunger element

205 is moved isiside the infusing container the portion of the

second surface 215 which is porous may also he adapted to

30 pernut the flow of any air present in the infusing container

through the porous portion of the second surface 215 as

represented in FIG by arrow 223 In some exemplary

enibodinients of the invention extraction of the infusible

material snay also result in the extraction of low density

is extractable constituents such as oils or other coostituents

having lower density than the remainder of the oxtract and

which may typically float on top of the extract In such

embodiments comprising how density extractable constitu

ents the portion of the second surface 215 which is porous

40 may also permit the flow of at least portion of the low

density extractable constituents In an alternative such

embodiment the portion of the second surface 215 which is

porous may be adjustable configurahhe to control the

aniount of low desisity extractable constituents which may
45 flow through the portion of the second surface 215 which is

porous as represented in FIG by arrow 223

In an alternative embodisnent plunger element 205 may

optionally also comprise vent opening not shown in the

first surface 213 to provide for die passage of air and/or at

50 least portion of any low density extractable constituents

fliroogh the first surface 213 Such optional vent opeoiog may

he similar to vent opening 22 of FIG as described above

In sosne enibodiments of die invention such as that shown

in FIG the plunger element 205 may also include one or

ss niore extract flow paths 226 in the plunger elenieot 205 to

perniit flow of extract out of chamber 216 through die flow

path 226 as generally indicated by arrow 228 Extract flow

path 226 may be an opening located in the first surface 213 of

the plunger elenieot 105 or more generally in die plunger

so element 205 The extract flow path 226 may also optionally

include one or more extract flow path filter elements 229

substantially similar to filter elements 29 described above

and may be made from similar suitable materials and by

similar suitable methods to those described above in refer-

55 enee to filter elements 29 Optional extract flow path filter

elements 229 may also be multi-staged comprising plural

ity
of individual filter elements
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Referring to P11 vertical section of an exemplary
embodiment of plunger element 305 according to ao

embodiment of the invention is shown configured similarly

to french press type coffee and/or tea making plunger

Plunger element 305 is adapted to fit withio an ioftising con
tainer similar to that sliowo in FIG and to be moved within

the infrisiog container not shown along vertical axis

thcrcof such as central vertical axis 306 by means such as

elongated handle 307 Handle means 307 may be comprised
of rod 308 and optional knob 309 for example which maybe
grasped by user to move the plunger elemeot 305

Exemplary plunger element 305 additionally comprises

sealing means 312 situated at the edge of first surfhce or wall

313 of the plunger element 305 which is substantially circu

lar in cross-section and oriented substantially transverse to

the vertical axis 306 similar to plunger 205 of FIG as

described above Purther plunger 305 includes an extract

flow path opening 326 such as in first surtbce 313 to allow

flow to pass through plunger 305 and in particular through

first surface 313 of plunger 305 as shown by arrow 328
Extract flow path 326 may also optionally comprise one or

more extract flow filters 329 similar to as described above in

reference to plunger 205 of FIG In other alternative

embodiments plunger element 305 may comprise another

cross-sectional shape to fit inside non-cylindrical infusion

container

The plunger element 305 further comprises substantially

cylindrical second surface or wall 315 depending from and

oriented substantially perpeodicular to the first surface 313
with plug or end wall portion 321 closing the bottom of the

second surface or wall 315 defining fluid chamber 316
Similar to the plunger element shown in FIG the joint

between the first surface 313 and the second surface 315 of

plunger 305 is substantially leak proof The second surface

315 of plunger element 305 also comprises one or more

extract flow openings 317 situated at various depths separated

from the first surface 313 along the central axis 306 At least

portion of such extract flow openings 317 are situated at

depth 318 below the first surface 313 along central axis 306
The one or more extract flow openings 317 are adapted to

permit flow of extract into chamber 316 as shown by arrow

319 In other alternative embodiments second surface 315

may optionally have aoother shape such as rectangular

prism or conical frustum for example Porous sleeve 320

covers extract flow opeoings 317 in second surface 315 such

that extract flowing through openings 317 into chamber 316

as shown by arrow 319 must substantially pass through

porous sleeve 320 Porous sleeve 320 is permeable to the

extract and comprises plurality of apertures The porous

sleeve 320 may be substantially fixed to the second wall 315
or may be removable In another embodiment porous sleeve

320 may comprise plurality of segments wherein each

segment may be more or less permeable to the extract thereby

providing porous sleeve 320 ofvariable permeability Inone

such embodiment an upper segmeot of porous sleeve 320

may be more permeable to the extract relative to lower

segment of the porous sleeve 320 or vice versa for example

Similar to exemplary plunger element of FIG the

porous sleeve 320 may be desirably adapted to control the

passage
of infusible material through extract flow openings

317 to allow substantial separation of the extract from the

infusible material and optionally apertures in the porous

sleeve 320 may be small enough to substantially exclude the

infusible material from passing through openings 317 The

porous sleeve 320 may be made from similar suitable mate
rials and by similar suitable methods to those described above

in reference to filter elements 20 Additionally the porous

14

sleeve 320 may be multi-staged comprising plurality of

individual layers of porous materials

The plunger element 305 and first wall 313 and secnod wall

315 components thereof may be made from suitable materials

such as described above in reference to plunger element of

FIG

As the plunger element 305 is moved inside ao infusing

container the porous sleeve 320 and extract flow openings

317 are adapted to permit the flow of any air present in the

infusing container through the porous sleeve 320 and the

extract flow openings 317 and into chamber 316 as repre

sented in FIG by arrow 323 In some exemplary embodi

ments of the invention extraction of the infusible material

may also result in the extraction of low density extractable

constituents such as oils or other constituents having lower

density than the remaioder of the extract and which may

typically float on top of the extract In such embodiments

comprisiog low density extractable constituents the porous

20 slerae 320 may also permit the flow of at least portion of the

low density extractable constitueots In an alternative such

embodiment the second surface 315 aod/or porous sleeve

320 niay be adjustable or configurable to control the asnount

of low density extractable constituents which may flow

25 through the porous sleeve 320 and the extract flow openings

317 and into chamber 316 as represented in FIG by arrow

323 In an alternative embodiment plunger element 305 may
optionally also comprise vent opeoing not shown in the

first surface 313 to provide for the passage of air and/or at

30 least portioo of any low density extractable constituents

through the first surface 313 Such optional vent opening may
be similar to vent opening 22 of FIG as described above

Referriog to FIG solvent extraction apparatus 401

according to an embodiment of tIle invention is shown con-

35 figured similarly to extraction apparatus of FIG as

described above The solvent extraction apparatus 401 coin

prises exemplary cylindrical infusing container 402 contain

ing mixture of extract 403 and infusible material 404

Plunger element 405 is substantially cylindrical in cross-

40 section and adapted to fit within infusing container 402 of

solvent extraction apparatus 401 and to be nioved within the

infusing container 402 along vertical axis thereof such as

central vertical axis 406 by means of plunging means

attached to the plunger element 405 The plunging means

45 may comprise central elongated handle 407 comprised of

rod 408 and optional knob 409 for example which may he

grasped by user to move the plunger element 405 The

extraction apparatus 401 may additionally comprise lid 410

with central hole 411 through which rod 408 may pass to

50 assist in centering the plunger element 405 and rod 408 inside

infusing container 402 and prevent it from tilting

Plunger element 405 additionally comprises sealing means

412 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 413 of the

plunger element 405 which is oriented substantially trans

ss verse to the vertical axis 406 In use inside infusing container

402 the first surface 413 and sealing means 412 ofthe plunger

element 405 define first chamber 414 containing the mixture

of extract 403 and infusible material 404 FIG shows the

extraction appamtus 401 in first or starting position for

so separating the extract 403 from the mixture of extract 403 and

infusible material 404 in infusing container 402 Further

plunger 405 includes an extract flow path opening 426 such

as in first surface 413 to allow flow to pass through plunger

405 and in particular through first surface 413 as shown by

55 arrow 428 Extract flow pafli 426 may also optionally coni

prise one or niore extract flow filters 429 similar to as

described above in reference to plungers of FIG In other
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alternative en1bodinleflts plunger element 405 may cnmprise

another cross-sectional shape to fit non-cylindrical infusion

container 402

The plunger element 405 further comprises substantially

cylindrical second surface or wall 415 defining second cham
ber 416 containing extract 403 The second surthce 415 of

plunger element 405 also comprises extract flow opening 417

situated across the hottnm of the second surface 415 at

depth 418 below the first surface 413 along the central axis

406 The extract flow opening 417 is adapted to permit flow of
to

extract 403 from the first chamber 414 containing mixture

of extract 403 and infusible material 404 to the second cham

ber 416 containing extract 403 as shown by arrow 419 Jo

other alternative embodiments second surface 415 may
optionally have another shape such as rectaogular prism or

conical frustum for example

The extract flow opening 417 in the second wall 415 typi

cally comprises one or more filter elemeots 420 within or

across the extract flow opening 417 such that extract 403
20

flowing through the opening 417 as shown by arrow 419 must

substantially pass through the filter elements 420 Similar to

exemplary plunger elementS of FIG the one or more filter

elements 420 may be desirably adapted to control the passage

of infusible material 404 through the openings 417 to allow 25

substantial separation of the extract 403 from the infusible

material 404 and optionally apertures in the filter elemeots

420 may be soiall enough to substantially exclude the infus

ible material 404 from passing through the openings 417
Extract flow path filter elements 420 are substantially similar 32

to extract flow opening filter elements 20 described above

and may be made from similar suitable materials and by
similar suitable methods to those described above in refer

ence to filter elements 20
The second surface 415 may optionally extend below filter 35

element 420 as shown in FIG by depth 431 If so some of

the infusible material 403 may be captured in the opening of

the second wall 415 below filter 420 as plunger 405 is moved

through the ouxture of extract 403 and infusible material 404
This infusible material may desirably fonn filter cake 40

which may further prevent small particles of the infusible

material 404 from passing into chamber 416
The infusing container 402 may be made from suitable

materials such as described above in reference to infusing

container of FIG Additionally the infusing container 402 45

may optionally include double-layered wall with vacuum

or otber suitable and preferably insulative substance between

the two walls of the infusing container 402 such as described

above in reference to infusing container of FIG The

infusing container 402 nosy also optionally include pouring 50

spout 430 which may he used to pour the separated extract

403 fromthe third chamber 427 Rn consumption or other use

The plunger element 405 and first wall 413 and second wall

415 components thereofmay be made from suitable materials

such as described above in reference to plunger element of ss

FIG
As in plunger element plunger element 405 may typi

cally also include one or more vent openings 422 adapted to

permit the flow of air and/or portion of
any low density

extractable constituents 424 through the vent openings 422
as represented in FIG by arrow 423 as the plunger element

405 is moved inside the infusing container 402 Vent openings
422 may also optionally include vent filter elements 425
similar to extract flow opening filter elements 20 described

above and may be made from similar suitable materials and

by similar suitable methods to those described above in ref

erence to filter elements 20
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Referring to FIG solvent extraction apparatus 501

according to an embodiment of the invention is shown con
figured similarly to the extraction apparatus of FIG The

sulveot extraetiuo apparatus 501 comprises exemplary cylin

drical infusing container 502 containing mixture of extract

503 and iofusible oiaterial 504 Phuiger element 505 is sub

stantially
circular in cross-section and adapted to fit within

infusing container 502 of solvent extraction apparatus 501
and to be moved within the infusing container 502 along

vertical axis thereof such as central vertical axis 506 by

means of phuiging means attached to the plunger element

505 The plunging means may comprise central elongated

handle 507 comprising rod 508 and optional knob 509 for

example which may be grasped by user to move the plunger
element 505 The extraction apparatus 501 may additionally

comprise lid 510 with central hole 511 through which rod

508 may pass to assist in centering the plunger element 505

and rod 508 inside iofii sing container 502 and prevent it from

tilting

Plunger element 505 additionally comprises sealing means

512 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 513 of the

plunger element 505 which is oriented substantially trans

verse to the vertical axis 506 In use inside iofusing container

502 the first surfbce 513 and sealing means 512 of the plunger

element 505 define first chamber 514 containing the mixture

of extract 503 and infusible material 504 FIG shows the

extraction apparatus 501 in first or starting position for

separating the extract 503 from the mixtureof extract 503 and

infusible material 504 iu infusing container 502 Further

plunger 505 includes at least one extract flow path opening

526 such as in first surface 513 to allow flow to pass through

the plunger element 505 and particularly through first surface

513 as shown by arrow 528 Extract flow path 526 may also

optionally comprise one or more extract flow filters 529
similar to as described above in reference to plungers of FiG
In other alteniative embodimeots plunger element 505

may comprise another cross-sectional shape to fit non

cylindrical infusion container 502

The plunger element 505 further comprises substantially

cylindrical second surfuce or wall 515 with plug or end wall

portion 521 located at the bottom of the second surfmce or wall

515 defining second chamber 516 containing extract 503 and

typically also relatively small portion of infusible material

504 The bottom plug section 521 of second surface 515

comprises extract flow opening 517 situated at depth 518

below the first surface 513 along the vertical axis 506 Due to

the relatively small area of opening 517 relative to the cross-

sectional area of the infusing container 502 the extract flow

opening 517 is adapted to pennit flow of extract 503 and

relatively small portion of the total infusible material 504

from the first chamber 514 to the second chamber 516 as

shown by arrow 519 In alternative embodimeots the relative

size ofextract flow opening 517 may be varied in order to vary
the relative amount of infusible material 504 allowed to enter

second chamber 516 Further in altemative embodiments the

second wall 515 of the plunger element 505 may optionally

have another shape such as rectangular prism or conical

frustiuii for example
The phuiger element 505 and first wall 513 and second wall

to 515 components thereof may be made from suitable materials

such as described above in reference to plunger element of

FIG The infusing container 502 may be made from suit

able materials such as described above in reference to infus

ing container of FIG and container 402 of FIG The

65 infusing container 502 may also optionally include pouring

spout 530 which may be used to pour the separated extract

503 from the tlurd chamber 527 for consumption or other use
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The infusing container 502 may further optionally include

handle oot shown to facilitate lifting or moving the extrac

tion apparatus 501 by user

As in plunger element plunger element 505 may typi
cally also include one or more vent opeoings 522 adapted to

permit the flow of air and/or portion of any low density

extractable constituents 524 through the vent openings 522
as represented in FIG by arrow 523 as tbe plunger element

505 is moved inside the infusing container 502 Vent openings

522 may also optionally include vent filter elements 525
similar to extract flow opening filter elements 20 described

above and may be made from similar suitable materials and

by similar suitable methods to those described above in ref

erence to filter elements 20

Referring to FIG solvent extraction apparatus 601

according to an embodiment of the invention is shown con

figured similarly to french press type coffee or tea making

apparatus The solvent extraction apparatus 601 comprises

exemplary walled cylinder infusing container 602 containing

mixture of extract 603 and iofusible material 604 Plunger

element 605 is adapted to fit within infusing container 602 of

solvent extraction apparatus 601 and to be moved within the

infusing container 602 along vertical axis thereof such as

central vertical axis 606 by means of plunging means

attached to the plunger element 605 The plunging means

may comprise central elongated handle 607 comprised of

rod 608 and optional knob 609 for example which may be

grasped by user to move the plunger element 605 The

extraction apparatus 601 may additionally comprise lid 610

with central hole 611 through which rod 608 may pass to

assist in centering the plunger element 605 and rod 608 inside

infusing container 602 and prevent it from tiltisig FIG
shows the extraction apparatus 601 in first or starting posi

tion for separating the extract 603 from the mixture of extract

603 and infusible material 604 in infusing container 602

Plunger element 605 additionally comprises scaling means

612 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 613 of the

plunger element 605 which is substantially circular in cross-

section and is oriented substantially transverse to the vertical

axis 606 In use inside infusing container 602 the first surface

613 and sealing sneans 612 of the plunger elesnent 605 define

first chamber 614 containing the mixture of extract 603 and

infusible material 604 Sealing means 612 are essentially

similar to the scaling means 12 described above with respect

to FIG and are situated around the substantially circular 45

outside edge of the first surface 613 of plunger element 605

performing the same sealing function as described above with

reference to FIG In alternative embodiments of the inven

tion the infusing container 602 and mating plunger element

605 and first surface 613 thereof may optionally have another

cross-sectional shape such as square or rectangular or other

shape fur example wherein sealing means 612 may be situ

ated around the edge or edges of the first surface 613 of the

plunger element 605

The plunger element 605 further comprises substantially

cylindrical second surface or wall 615 depending from and

oriented substantially perpendicular to the first surface 613

defining second substantially annular chamber 616 contain

ing extract 603 The joint between the first surface 613 and the

second surface 615 is substantially leak proof with respect to

extract 603 and infusible material 604 Second surface 615 of

plunger element 605 comprises plug or top wall portion 621

closing the top of the second surface or wall 615 The second

surface 615 of plunger clement 605 also comprises one or

more extract flow openings 617 at least portion of which are

situated at depth 618 separated from the first surface 613

along the vertical axis 606 The one or more extract flow

openings 617 are adapted to pennit flow of extract 603 from

the first chamber 614 containing mixture of extract 603 and

infusible material 604 to the second annular chamber 616

containing extract 603 as shown by arrow 619 In alternative

embodimesits the second wall 615 of the plunger element 605

snay optionnily have another shape such as rectangular

prism or conical frastum fur example

In the exemplary embodiment of the present invention

shown in FIG The extract flow openings 617 in the second

so wall 615 are desirably adapted to control the passage of

infusible material 604 through the openings 617 to allow

substantial separation uf the extract 603 from the infusible

material 604 and optionally extract flow openings 617 inthe

second wall 615 may be sufficiently small to substantially

is exclude the infusible material 604 from passing through the

openings 617 Extract flow openings 617 snay also optionally

comprise one or more filter elements similar to filter ele

ments 20 in FIG described above

In some embodiments of the invention such as that shown

20 in FIG the plunger element 605 may also include one or

more extract flow paths 626 in the plunger element 605 to

permit flow of extract 603 from the annular second chamber

616 to third extract chamber 627 through the flow path 626

as generally indicated by arrow 628

25 As in plunger element plunger element 605 may typi
cally also include one or more vent openings 622 adapted to

permit the flow of air and/or portion of any low density

extractable constituents 624 through the vent openings 622

as represented in FIG Shy arrow 623 as the plunger element

30 605 is moved inside the infusing container 602 In the exem

plary embodiment of the present invention shown in FIG
the vent openings 622 in the second wall 615 are desirably

adapted to control the passage of infusible material 604

through the vent openings 622 and optionally vent openings

33 622 in the second wall 615 may be sufficiently small to

substantially exclude the infusible material 604 from passing

through the vent openings 622 In alternative embodiments

vent openings 622 may also optionally include vent filter

elements not shown similar to filter elements 20 described

40 above and may be made from similar suitable materials and

by similar suitable methods to those described above in ref

erence to filter elements 20 In further alternative embodi

ment the one or more vent openings 622 maybe adjustable or

configurable to control the aniount of low density extractable

constituents 624 which may flow through the vent openings

622

The plunger element 605 and first wall 613 and second wall

615 components thereof may be made from suitable materials

such as described above in reference to plunger element of

50 FIG The infusing container 602 niay be niade froni suit

able materials such as described above in reference to infus

ing euntainer2 of FIG and infusing container 402 of FIG
The infusing container 602 may also optionally include

pouring spout 630 which may be used to pour the separated

55 extract 603 from the third chamber 627 for consumption or

other use The infusing container 602 may further optionally
include handle not shown to facilitate lifting or moving the

extraction apparatus 601 by user

Referring to FIG solvent extraction apparatus 701

to according to an embodiment of the invention is shown con

figured simnilariy
to reverse french press type extraction

apparatus wherein infusible material may be lifted out of an

infusing container rather than pressed to the huttum of the

container The solvent extraction apparatus 701 comprises

55 exemplary cylindrical infusing container 702 containing

mixture of extract 703 and infusible material 704 Plunger

element 705 is substantially cylindrical in cross-section and

18
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adapted to fit within infusing cnntainer 702 nf solvent extrac

tion apparatus 701 and to he moved within the
inftising

container 702 from the bottom to the top of the container 702
along vertical axis thereof such as central vertical axis 706
by means of lifting plunging means aft ached to the plunger

element 705 The plunging means may comprise central

elongated handle 707 comprised of rod 708 and optional knob

709 for example which may be grasped hy user to lift the

plungerelement 705 inthe direction shownby arrow 732 The

extraction apparatus 701 additionally cumprises lid 710

with central hole 711 through which rod 708 may pass to

assist in centering the plunger element 705 and rod 708 inside

infusing container 702 and prevent it frnm tilting Lid 710

also comprises an interior cavity or opening such that the

infusible material may be lifted into the lid 710 by lifting

plunger 705 FIG shows the extraction apparatus 701 in

first or starting position for separating the extract 703 from the

mixture of extract 703 and infusible material 704 in
inftmsing

container 702

Plunger element 705 additionally comprises sealing means

712 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 713 of the

plunger element 705 which is oriented substantially trans

verse to the vertical axis 706 In use inside infUsing container

702 the first surface 713 and sealing means 712 of the plunger

element 705 define first chamber 714 containing the mixture

of extract 703 and infUsible material 704 In other alternative

embodimesits plunger element 705 may comprise another

cross-sectional shape to fit non-cylindrical infusion con
tainer 702 wherein sealing means 712 may be situated

around the edge or edges of the first surface 713 ofthe plunger

element 705

The plunger element 705 fUrther comprises second sur

face or wall 715 depending frnni and oriented substantially

perpendicular to the first surface 713 defining second fluid

chamber 716 which is substantially open at one end Similar

to the plunger element shown in FIG the joint between

the first surface 713 and the second surface 715 of plunger

705 is substantially leak proof and the second surface 715 of

plunger element 705 also cnmprises one or niore extract flow

openings 717 wherein at least portion of the one of more

extract flow openings 717 is situated at depth 718 above the

first surface 713 along the vertical axis 706 The one or more

extract flow openings 717 are adapted to permit flow of

extract into second chamber 716 as shown by arrow 719 In

the exemplary embodiment of the present invention shown in

FIG the second surfhce 715 is substantially cylindrical

with substantially circular cross-section and with plug or

end wall portion 721 closing the top of the secend surface or

wall 715 In alternative embodiments the second surface or

wall 715 of the plunger element 705 may uptionally have

another shape such as rectangular prism or conical frus

tum for example
The one or more extract flow openings 717 in the second

waIl 715 typically comprise one or more filter elements 720

within or across flue extract flow openings 717 such that

extract flowing through the openings 717 as shown by arrow

719 must substantially pass through the filter elements 720

Similar to exemplary plunger element of FIG the one or

more filter elements 720 may be desirably adapted to control

the passage of infusible material through the openings 717 to

allow substantial separation of the extract from the infusible

material and optionally apertures in the filter elements 720

may be small enough to substantially exclude the infUsible

material from passing through the openings 717 Extract flow

path filter elements 720 are substantially similar to extract

flow opening filter elements 20 described above and may be

20

made frnm similar suitable materials and by similar suitable

methods to those described above in reference to filter ele

ments 20
In the exemplary embodiment of the present invention

shown in FIG the second fluid chamber 716 defined by the

second surface 715 has substantially open extract flow

opening 726 at the bottom and thereby permits flow ofextract

out of fluid chamber 716 as generally indicated by arrow 728

as plunger 705 is lifted up through the infusing container 702

10 In other exemplary embodinients the fluid chaniber 716

defined by the second surface 715 may be
partially

closed or

narruwed at an extract flow opening 726 located at the bottom

ofchamber 716 In further alternative embodiment the fluid

chamber 716 niay be closed at fi1e bottom mid may comprise
15 an extract flow path not shown through first surface 713 to

allow flue flow of extract 703 into third fluid chamber 727

The infusing container 702 niay be made froni suitable

materials and in such manner as described above in refer

ence to infusing container of FIG The infusing container

20 702 niay also typically include pouring spout 730 which

may be used to pour the separated extract 703 from the third

chamber 727 for consumption or other use The plunger ele

muent 705 and first wall 713 and second wall 715 compnnents

thereof may be made froni suitable materials such as

25 described above in reference to plunger element of FIG

Referring to FIG 10 vertical section of an exemplary

embodiment of plunger element 805 according to an

embodiment of the invention is showsi configured similarly

to french press type coffee and/or tea making plunger

30 Plunger elesnent 805 is adapted to fit wifiun an infUsing con

tainer such as the infusing container shown in FIG and to

be mnved within the infusing container not shown along

vertical axis thereof such as central vertical axis 806 by

means such as central elongated handle 807 Handle means

is 807 may comprise rod 808 and optional knob 809 for

example which may be grasped by userto move the plunger
element 805

Plunger element 805 additionally comprises sealing means

812 situated at the edge of first surface or wall 813 of the

40 plunger element 805 which is substantially circular in cross

section and is oriented substantially transverse to the vertical

axis 806 Sealing means 812 may be essenfially similar in

design and construction to the sealing means 12 described

above with respect to FIG Further plunger 805 includes at

45 least one extract flow path opening 826 such as in first surface

813 to allow flow to pass through plunger 805 and in par

ticular through first surface 813 as shown by arrow 828

Extract flow path 826 may also optionally comprise one or

more extract flow filters 829 which may be essentially similar

50 to filter elements 20 as described above inreference to FIG

In other alternative embodiments plunger element 805 may

comprise another cross-sectional shape to lit inside non-

cylindrical infusion container

The plunger element 805 fUrther comprises substantially

55 cylindrical second surface or wall 815 depending from and

nriented substantially perpendicular to the first surface 813

with plug or end wall porfinn 821 closing the bottom of the

second surface or wall 815 defining second fluid chaniber

816 Similar to the plunger element shown in FIG the

60 joint between the first surface 813 and the second surface 815

nfplunger 805 is substantially leak proof The second surface

815 of plunger element 805 also comprises one or more

extract flow openings 817 wherein at least portion of the

one or more extract flow openings 817 is situated at depth

ts 818 below the first surface 813 along the vertical axis 806

The one or more extract flow openings 817 are adapted to

permit flow of extract into chamber 816 as shown by arrow
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819 In oilier alternative embodiments second surface 815

may optionally have another shape such as rectangnlar

prism or conical frustum for example
The one or more extract flow openings 817 in the second

wall 815 typically coniprise one or niore filter elements 820

within or across the extract flow openings 817 such that

extract flowing through the openings 817 as shown by arrow

819 must substantially pass through the filter elements 820

Similar to exemplary plunger elements of FIG the one or

more filter elements 820 may be desirably adapted to control

the passage of infusible material through the openings 81710

allow substantial separation of the extract from the infusible

material and optionally apertures in the filter elements 820

may be small enough to substantially exclude the inThsible

material from passing through the openings 817 Extract flow

path filter elements 820 are substantially similar to extract

flow opening filter elenients 20 described above and may be

made from similar suitable materials and by similar suitable

methods to those described above in reference to filter ele

ments 20

The plunger 805 also comprises an adjustment means

adapted to allow the adjustment of the effective depth 818 of

the one or niore extract flow openings 817 relative to the first

surface 813 such as exemplary threaded adjustment screw

833 shown in FIG 10 The adjustment screw 833 is adapted to

adjust die effective length of second surface or wall 815

extending below first surface 813 by means of rotating the

adjustment screw 833 and by so doing to adjust the depdi 818

of the one or more extract flow openings 817 below die first

surface 813 Such adjustment ofthe depth 818 of extract flow

openings 817 may be used to desirably control the passage of

infusible material into fluid chamber 816 during use of the

plunger 805 in the extraction apparatus

As in plunger element plunger elenient 805 may typi
cally also include one or more vent openings 822 adapted to

permit the flow of air and/or portion of any low density

extractable constituents through the vent openings 822 as

represented in FIG 10 by arrow 823 as the phuiger element

805 is moved inside an infusing container Vent openings 822

may also optionally include vent filter elements 825 sinular

to extract flow opening filter elénients 20 described above

and may be made from similar suitable niaterials and by

similar suitable methods to those described above in refer

ence to filter elements 20

Referring now to FIG 11 vertical section of an exem

plary embodiment of plunger element 905 according loan

embodiment of the invention is shown configured similarly

to french press type coffee and/or tea making plunger

Similar to plunger 805 as described above plunger elenient

905 is adapted to fit witlrin an infusing container and to be

moved within the infusing container not shown along

vertical axis thereut such as central vertical axis 906 by

means such as central elongated handle 907 which may
comprise rod 908 and optional knob 909 for example which

may be grasped by user to move the plunger element 905
Also siniilar to plunger 805 above plunger 905 comprises

first surface or wall 913 which is substantially circular in

cross-section and is oriented substantially transverse to the

vertical axis 906 with sealing means 912 situated around the

edge thereof Sealing means 912 maybe essentially similar in

design and construction to the sealing means 12 described

above with respect to FIG Further plunger 905 includes at

least one extract flow path opening 926 such as in first surface

913 to allow flow to pass through the plunger 905 and

particulariy through first surface 913 as shown by arrow 928

and may also optionally comprise one or mare extract flow

filters 929 in opening 926 which
siiay

be essentially similarto

22

filter elements 20 as described above in reference to FIG In

other alteniative embodiments plunger element 905 niay

coniprise another cross-sectional shape to fit inside non-

cylindrical infusion container

As in plunger 805 above plunger 905 further coniprises

substantially cylindrical second surface or wall 915 depend

ing from first surface 913 with plug or end wall portion 921

closing the bottom of die second surface or wall 915 defining

second fluid chamber 916 The second surface 915 of

ta plunger elenient 905 also comprises one or niore extract flow

openings 917 adapted to permit flow of extract into chamber

916 as shown by arrow 919 wherein at least portion of the

one or more extract flow openings 917 is situated at depth

918 below die first surface 913 along the vertical axis 906 In

is other alternative embodiments second surface 915 may
optionally have another shape such as rectangular prism or

conical trustum for exaniple

Siniihar to plunger 805 extract flow openings 917 in the

second wall 915 typically comprise one or more filter ele

20 ments 920 within or across die extract flow openings 917
Similar to exemplary plunger elements of FIG the one or

niore filter elenients 920 niay be desirably adapted to control

die passage of infusible material through the openings 917 to

allow substantial separation of die extract from the inThsible

25 material and optionally apertures in die filter elements 920

may be small enough to substantially exclude the infusible

material frompassing through the openings 917 Extract flow

path
filter elements 920 are substantially similar to extract

flow opening filter ehenients 20 described abuve and may be
30 made from similar suitable materials and by similar suitable

methods to diose described above in reference to filter ele

ments 20

Phaiger element 905 also includes one or niore vent open
ings 922 adapted to pennit die flow of air and/ar portion of

35 any low density extractable constituents through the vent

openings 922 as represented in FIG 11 by arrow 923 as the

plunger element 905 is moved inside an infusing container

Vent openings 922 may also optionally include vent filter

elements 925 similar to extract flow opening filter elements

40 20 described above and may be made from similar suitable

materials and by similar suitable methods to those described

above in reference to filter elements 20
The plunger 905 also compriscs an adjustment means

adapted to allow die adjustnient of die effective opening sixe

45 of die one or more vent openings 922 in the first surface 913

of die plunger 905 such as exemplary adjustable aperture

slider 934 shown in FIG 11 The adjustable aperture slider

934 is adapted to cover an adjustable portion of die one or

more vent openings 922 to allow the adjustnient of the effec

so tive size of the vent openings 922 Adjustable aperture slider

934 may be moved such as radially towards or away from the

central axis 906 to increase or decrease the open size of the

vent openings 922 to desirably control the passage of how

density extractable constituents through the first surface 913

55 and into the separated extract during use ofthe plunger 905 in

die extraction apparatus The adjustable aperture slider 934

may also be used to desirably provide additional control of the

quantity if any of infusible material passing through vent

openings 922 and into the separated extract during use of the

60 plunger 905 in die extraction apparatus

In further embodiment of the invention plunger ele

ment according to die invention and similar to plunger ele

ments 805 and/or 905 illustrated and described above niay be

adapted to allow user of die invention to actively control the

65 flow of extract through die plunger in use In such an embodi

ment the plunger may comprise one or more of extract flow

openings vent openings and extract flow path openings simi
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lar to openings 917 922 and 926 above respectively which

may be adjustable by the user before or during use of tbe

plunger to control the flow of extract through the openings

while pressing the plunger through the mixture of extract and

infusible material Such adjustable openings may be con
trolled by the user to vary the size of the openings such as

with adjustable aperture slider 934 above the location or

depth of the openings relativc to the plunger sucb as with

adjustment screw 833 described above or to otherwise con
trol the flow of extract through the openings in the plunger

The user may similarly actively control the passage of any

infusible material through the openings in the plunger to

allow the user tn substantially prevent or controllably allow

passage nfa portion nf inftmsible material through the plunger

Further the user may also similarly actively control the flow

of any low-density constituents through the vent openings in

the plunger during use In such an embodiment the plunger

may also be adapted to allow the user to actively control the

flow of extract and optionally also of low density cnnstituents

and/or infusible material through the plunger during use by

means of interchangeable or replaceable filter elements simi
lar to filter elements 920 925 and 929 described above for

example comprised in one of more of the extract flow open
ings vent openings and extract flow path openings of the

plunger In such case the user may actively control the flow

of one or more of extract low density constituent and infus

ible material by interchanging or replacing one or more such

filter elements with replacement elements having varying

filtration and flow characteristics It may be understood by

person skilled in the art that any at the additional plunger

apparatus features described above in reference to other

embodiments of the invention may also be applied to the

present embndiment as may be suitable or desired
In an alternative embodiment of the inventive extract sepa

ration apparatus plunger element adapted to fit and move

along vertical axis within an infusing container according to

the invention may comprise first surface comprising sealing

means at an edge of the first surface adapted to seal against the

inside walls ofthe infusing container In such an embodiment

the first surface is oriented at an oblique angle relative to the

vertical axis and is adapted to contact the inside walls of the

infusing container at an oblique angle in contrast to embodi

ments described above where the first surface is substantially

perpendicular to the infusing container walls and vertical

axis In such alternative embodiment at least portion of the

obliquely angled first surface of the plunger may comprise
one or more extract flaw openings such that whenthe plunger

is in use within the infusing container first portion ofthe one

or more extract flaw openings is located at depth along the

vertical axis below second portion of the one ofmore extract

flow openings In an exemplary such alternative embodiment

adapted for use in an infusing container having cylindrical

walls the obliquely angled first surface of the plunger may
comprise substantially oval disc angled relative to the ver

tical axis of the infusing container It may be understood by

person skilled iu the ert that any of the additional plLniger

apparatus features described above in reference to other

embodiments of the invention may also be applied to the

present embodiment as may be suitable or desired

In second alternative embodiment of the inventive extract

separation apparatus plunger adapted to fit and move along

vertical axis within an infusing container according to the

invention may comprise curved or substantially non-planar

first surface The first surface may comprise scaling means at

an edge of the first surface adapted to seal against the inside

walls of the infusing container In such an embodiment the

curved first surface comprises first and second segments each

24

having one or more extract flaw openings therein such that

when the plunger is in use within the infusing container the

one or niore extract flow openings in the first segmuent are

located at depth along the vertical axis below the one or

more extract flow openings in the second segment of the first

surface In an exemplary such alternative emubndiment the

curved first surface ofthe plunger element is substantially

shaped in cross-sectional view
parallel

to the vertical axis

such that one end ofthe comprises first segment andthe

other end of the comprises second segment at depth

above the first segment relative to the vertical axis It maybe
understood by person skilled in the art that any of the

additional plunger apparatus features described above in ref

erence to other embodiments of the invention may also be

applied to the present embodiment as may be suitable or

desired

In yet further alternative embodimuent an extract separa

tion apparatus according to the invention may comprise an

20 infusing container with vertical axis and including fixed

filter element within the container where the filter element

comprises first surface substantially transverse to vertical

axis of the container and defining first chamber containing

mixture of extract and infusible material The fixed filter

25 element also comprises second surface extending substan

tially perpendicular to the first surface the second surface

comprising one or more extract flow openings wherein the

one or more extract flow openings are adapted to permit flow

of extract from the first chamuher into the second chamher and

30 wherein at least portion of the one or niore extract flow

openings in the second surface are situated at depth sepa
rated from the first surface either above or below the first

surface along the vertical axis of the infusing container The

extract separation apparatus also includes piston element

35 adapted to fit and muove within the infusing container along

the vertical axis and to seal against the inside walls of the

infusing container such that when the first chamber of the

infusing container contains mixture of extract and infusible

material the movement of the piston element within the con
40 tamer forces at least portion of the extract to flow through

the extract flow openings Depending on the orientation ofthe

second surface of the fixed filter element either above or

below the first surface the piston element may be adapted to

fit and move within the infusing contaitier either above or

45 below the filter element to cause the extract to flow through

the extract flow openings In an exemplary embodiment the

piston element may be operated by users hand or alterna

tively may be operated mechanically pneumatically or by

other suitable means and may be controlled directly by

50 user or by machine In further exemplary embodiment the

piston element muay seal portion of air or other gas within the

infusing container between the fluid mixture and the lilter

element such that the movement of the piston element exerts

force on the fluid mixture indirectly through die air or other

55 gas to cause the extract to flow through the extract flow

openings It
imsey

be understood by person
skilled in the art

that any of the additional separation apparatus features

described above in reference to other embodiments of the

invention may also be applied to the present embodiment as

60 may be suitable or desired

In another embodiment of the present invention an inven

tive method of separating an extract from mixture of the

extract and an infusible material using an extract separation

apparatus according to the invention maybe provided In such

65 method mixture of an infusible material and an extract

may be mixed in an infusing container Then plunger ele

ment according to the invention may be inserted into the
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infusing container along vertical axis thereof where the

plunger element comprises wherein the plunger element

comprises

plunging means adapted to move the plunger element

within the infusing container along the vertical axis

thereof

first surface substantially transverse to the vertical axis

and comprising scaling moans situated at one or more

edges of said first surface wherein said sealing means

are adapted for sealing engagement with the one or snore 10

ismer walls of the infusing container as the plunger ele

ment is moved within the container to define first

chamber containing the mixture of infusible material

and extract bounded by said first surface

second surface substantially perpendicular to said first

surface and defining second chamber said second

surface comprismg one or more extract flow openings
wherein said one or snore extract flow openings are

adapted to permit flow of extract from said first chasnber

into said second chasnber and wherein at least portion

of said one or more extract flow openings in said second

surface are situated at depth wherein said depth is

separated frosn said first surface either above or below

said first surfhce along the vertical axis

Then the plunger element may be moved within the infus- 25

ing container to cause at least portion of the extract to flow

through the one or snore extract flow openings to produce

separated extract portion

The exemplary embodiments herein described are not

intended to be exhaustive or to limit the scope of the invention

to the precise forms disclosed They are chosen and described

to explain the principles of the invention and its application

and practical use to allow others skilled in the art to compre
hend its teachings

As will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the 35

foregoing disclosure snany alterations and modifications are

possible in the practice of this invention without departing

fromthe spirit or scope thereof Accordingly the scope of the

invention is to be construed in accordance with the substance

defined by the following claims 40

What is claimed is

An apparatus for separating an infused extract from

mixturc uf an iufiisiblc snaterial and the extract the apparatus

cosnprising

phmger adapted to be inserted into an infusing contaisser 45

containing the mixture and having one or more vertical

ismer walls oriented parallel to vertical axis of the

container wherein the plunger element is adapted to be

moved within the container along the vertical axis

thereof wherein the plunger includes so

handle adapted to move the plunger within the infusing

container along the vertical axis thereoF

first surface transverse to the vertical axis and includ

ing at least one seal situated at one or more edges of

said first surface wherein said at least one seal is 55

adapted for sealing engagement with the one or snore

inner walls of the infusing container as the plunger is

moved within the container to define first chamber

containing the snixture of infusible snatcrial and

extract bounded by said first surface 60

second surface extending perpendicularly frosn said

first surface and defining second chamber said sec

ond surface defining one or more extract flow open

ings therethrough wherein said one or more extract

flow openings are adapted to pem1it flow of extract

from said first chamber into said second chamber in

direction non-parallel to an axis of the plunger and

26

wherein at least portion of said one or more extract

flow openings defined in said second surface are situ

ated at depth wherein said depth is separated from

said first surface either above or below said first sur

face along the vertical axis

The apparatus according to claim wherein said first

surface additionally defines one or more vent openings there-

through wherein said vent openings are adapted to permit at

least one of

the flow of air out of said first chamber and

the flow of at least portion of low density component

comprised in the mixture out of said first chamber

The apparatus according to claim wherein said one or

15
more extract flow openings include at least one filter element

therehi wherein said at least one filter element defines

plurality of apertures therein and is penneable to the extract

the apparatus according to claim wherein said one or

more vent openings include at least one filter element therein

20 wherein said at least one filter elesnent is adapted to control

passage of the infusible material through said one or more

vent openings

The apparatus according to claim wherein said first

surthce is discoid isi shape and whereisi said plunger is

adapted to fit within the
infttsing container containing the

snixture of infusible material and extract the container

including cylindrical inner wall

The apparatus according to claim wherein said second

surface is one of cylindrical or frusto-conical in shape

30 The apparatus according to claim wherein said at least

one filter element includes at least one of

mesh or screen defining plurality of apertures therein

and is comprised of material selected frosn metal

polymer ceraouc composite cloth felt paper or cosn

bination thereof

porous snatorial layer defining plurality of apertures

therein aftached to said at least one extract flow opening
resnovable porous surface layer defining plurality of

apertures therein and situated over said at least one

extract flow opening or

plurality of apertures having an equal or ssnaller diasneter

than an average diameter of the infusible material

and wherein said at least one filter element is adapted to

control passage of the infttsible snaterial through said

one or more extract flow openings

The apparatus according to claim wherein said at least

one filter elesnent includes at least one of

mesh or screen defining plurality of apertures therein

and cosnprised of material selected from metal poly

mer ceraniic composite cloth felt paper or
combi

nation thereof

porous material layer detining plurality of apertures

therein aftachod to said at least one vent opening

remnovable porous surface layer defining plurality of

apertures therein and situated over said at least one vent

opesung or

plurality of apertures having an equal or stnaller diameter

than an average diameter of the infitsible material

The apparatus according to claisn wherein at least

portion of said second surface includes porous wall section

wherein said porous wall section defines plurality of aper

tures therein and is permeable to the extract

10 The apparatus according to claim wherein said

porous wall section is adapted to control passage of the inftts

ible material through said porous wall section

11 The apparatus according to claim wherein said one or

more vent openings are adjustable and are operable to control

65
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the flow of the low density component not nf said first cham
ber through said one or more vent opeoiogs

12 The apparatus according to claim wherein the size of

said one or more extract flow openings is adjustable and

wherein said one or more adjustable extract flow openings are

operable to control the flow of the extract from said first

chamber to said second chamber through said one or more

extract flow openings

13 The apparatus according to claim wherein said depth

of said one or more extract flow openings either above or 10

below said first surface along the central axis of the container

is adjustable and wherein said one or more adjustable extract

flow openings are operable to control the flow of the extract

from said first chamber to said second chamber through said

one or more extract flow openings t5

14 The apparatus according to claim 13 wherein said

second surface additionally includes at least one or more of an

adjustable screw and an adjustable sliding section adapted to

adjust said depth of said one or more extract flow openings

15 The apparatus according to claim wherein said 20

plunger additionally defines at least one extract flow path

adapted to pernut flow of extract from said second chamber

through said at least one extract flow path into third extract

chamber situated on the opposite side of said first surfhce

frosn said first chamber and separated from said first chamber 25

by said first surface and said at least one seal

16 The apparatus according to claim wherein said at

least one filter element is operable to substantially prevent

passage of the infusible material through said one or more

extract flow openings 30

17 The apparatus according to claim wherein said one or

more extract flow openings extend over substantially an entire

length of said second surface

18 The apparatus according to claim wherein said

porous wall section includes at least first and second seg

ments and wherein said first sevnent is more permeable to

the extract than said second segment

19 An apparatus for infusing an extract comprising

container having peripheral wall defining volume

therein the peripheral wall defining an open top of the

container and

phmger configured to be received through the open top

of the container the plunger and container cooperating

to define lower and upper chambers for containing

inthsed extract the plunger including

fluid chasnber having top end and bottom end the

fluid chamber including peripheral wall that defines

volume therein for containing inThsed extract the

fluid chamber being open at the top end in direct fluid

communication with the upper chamher to permit

infused extract to pour out of the fluid chamber when

the fluid chamber is inverted the peripheral wall of

the fluid chamber defining an uppennost extract flow

opening therethrough the uppermost extract flow

opening including at least one filter element disposed

therein

ii peripheral seal disposed about an outer peripheiy of

the plunger the peripheral seal being configured to

provide seal between the plunger and the peripheral

wall of the container to separate the luwer chasnber

from the upper chamber wherein an uppermost

extract flow opening is formed in the peripheral wall

of the fluid chamber and is situated below the seal to

define an annular section of peripheral wall of the

fluid chamber above the uppermost extract flow open
ing that is free of extract flow openings to define an

annular gap defined above the uppermost extract flow

opening and between the annular section ofperipheral

wall of the fluid chamber that is free of extract flow

openings and the peripheral wall of the container and

iii handle attached to the fluid chamber for moving the

plunger along the peripheral wall of the infusing con
tainer

20 The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the plunger is

attached to the bottom of the fluid chamber

21 The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the at least one filter

element includes plurality of individual filter elesnents such

that the infused extract flows through the plurality of indi

vidual filter elements along flow path as the fluid chamber is

advanced downwardly into the inthsing container through

mixture of infusible material and extract

22 The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the peripheral seal

40 and fluid chamber are discrete components

23 The apparatus of claim 19 wherein the bottom of the

fluid chamber is closed

28
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